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ABSTRACT
Drop-down Menus are JavaScript/CSS based Widget imple-
mentations which frequently represent the main navigation
mechanism of a web application. These Widgets are used
to display sub-level navigation links which are presented
only as users position the mouse over the Widget. However
many of the Widgets available on the Web do not implement
Accessible Rich Internet Applications (ARIA) requirements
which address how to make these Widgets accessible. This
paper presents an automatic approach for identifying these
Drop-down Menu Widgets in web applications. The auto-
matic identification of these Widgets works towards the im-
plementation of ARIA automatic evaluation tools to assist
web developers while developing accessible Widgets. The
proposed approach was implemented in a tool called aria-
check-menus which is open-source available. The tool was
evaluated through a case study and the results showed ev-
idences that the proposed approach is capable of automat-
ically identifying Drop-down Menu Widgets in web appli-
cations, having correctly identified 146 Drop-down Menus
Widgets in high traffic websites with 0.77 precision and 0.90
recall in average. Henceforth, the tool could be used in an
automatic ARIA evaluation tool to support web developers
in the implementation of accessible Drop-down menu Wid-
gets.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→Accessibility systems
and tools; Accessibility design and evaluation meth-
ods; Accessibility technologies; Web based interaction;
Hypertext/hypermedia; •Information Systems→Web in-
terfaces;
Keywords
Automatic identification of Widgets, ARIA, Drop-down Menu
Widget, Fly-out menus, Widgets, Web Accessibility
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the “Ajax Movement”, in 2005, web applications are
becoming more and more interactive [14]. This increased
interactivity is frequently implemented using open technolo-
gies, such as: JavaScript, DHTML, CSS 3.0 and HTML5.
These technologies are built in web applications enabling
the implementation of Widgets, as user interface compo-
nents deployed in the Web platform [12], and asynchronous
communication with the server-side by means of the XML-
HttpRequest object [7]. On the other hand, the higher com-
plexity in the interaction models implemented in Widgets
is also pushing the limits of web technologies and the abil-
ity of assistive technologies to interpret content and make it
accessible to disabled users [6].
Widgets stand for HTML5 based reusable user interface
components such as: Dialogs, Drop-down menus, date selec-
tors, among others. In order to provide an accessible design
solution for these Widgets, the Web Accessibility Initiative
(WAI) elaborated the Accessible Rich Internet Applications
(ARIA) specification [10]. ARIA specifies a set of semantic
attributes to be included in HTML elements which compose
Widgets. These semantic attributes purpose is to inform
assistive technologies about how updates and changes dis-
patched in the Widgets should be presented to users [6].
However, developers are not always aware of the accessible
design solutions described in the specifications. Freire et al.
conducted a survey about the perception of accessibility by
web developers and the results show that web accessibility
concern is poor even among people from the government
sector in Brazil [5]. In another work, Freire et al. conducted
an analysis of web accessibility metrics in Brazilian munici-
palities websites and the results also showed that, in average,
websites presented a non-desirable medium to high number
of accessibility barriers [4]. In more recent studies, in regards
to the ARIA specification, Watanabe et al. investigated how
ARIA was implemented in 32 websites Tab Widget [13] and
74 websites Menu Widget [14] implementations from Alexa’s
top most accessed websites list1. Even though the ARIA
specification stands as a W3C recommendation and is part
of the HTML5 specificaton [11], the results showed that few
Widgets implemented ARIA recommendations.
In this context, this paper addresses the development of
a tool which automatically identifies Drop-down menu Wid-
get instances in web applications. The task of automatically
identifying Widgets in web applications works towards the
development of ARIA automatic evaluation tools. Once the
1http://www.alexa.com/topsites
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Widget components, represented as HTML elements, are
identified in webpages, these elements could be analysed to
determine whether they implement ARIA design recommen-
dations, assisting web developers through their coding activ-
ities. The tool’s automatic Drop-down menu identification
approach is based on simulating user interaction scenarios,
mutation observers2 and visibility changes in the browser
interface. The tool presented in this paper partially imple-
ments the Web robot and elements classifier components of
the conceptual framework for automatic evaluation of acces-
sibility in RIA proposed in [2].
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
related work; Section 3 describes the automatic Drop-down
menu identification approach; Section 4 presents the imple-
mentation of the tool and its evaluation; Section 5 presents
a discussion about the results; and Section 6 presents final
remarks and future work.
2. RELATEDWORK
The ARIA specification reached the status of W3C Rec-
ommendation in 2014 [10]. However, many web applications
still do not implement the design solutions provided in this
specification, despite of using JavaScript to implement Wid-
gets [13, 14].
In order to deliver an accessible Widget, according to
the ARIA specification, developers should map the Wid-
get’s behavior with a corresponding Widget role defined in
the specification. Consequently, Widget’s HTML elements
should be semantically marked with role/state/properties
attributes which compose the selected Widget role from the
specification. Finally, web developers should implement a
keyboard only navigation model for the Widget (using the
Focus Management directives3) and the Widget should be
included in the general navigation schema of the webpage
[10].
In order to assist the task of elaborating accessible Wid-
gets, Tateishi et al. proposed the use of an JavaScript static
source code analysis approach [8]. The approach consists
of mapping the Widget behavior as a state diagram, where
the states represent the Widget’s component state and the
transitions represent the Widget’s component changes given
a click event, for instance. Then, the approach proposes
using source code static analysis to associate possible exe-
cution paths of the code with state transitions in the state
diagram.
In a different line of research, Fernandes et al. propose
the use of an in-browser evaluation strategy and click events
simulation to evaluate WCAG 2.0 - Web Content Accessi-
bility Guidelines [9], in a DHTML web application [3]. In
Fernandes et al. work, click events are dispatched in the
DOM structure of a web page rendered inside a browser,
in contrast to the static source code analysis approach pro-
posed in [8]. The click events are supposed to trigger DOM
structure changes which can be later analysed for WCAG
2.0 conformance.
Doush et al. presented a RIA accessibility evaluation
framework composed of the following components [2]:
RIA events controller that identifies which elements of
a webpage respond to events.
2https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
US/docs/Web/API/MutationObserver
3http://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria/usage#managingfocus
Web Robot that generates native input events to simulate
user interaction.
ARIA specification that is represented as a set of ARIA
rules specified in a XML configuration file.
Evaluator that consists of a DOM parser, elements classi-
fier, ARIA specification tests and ARIA ontology.
Results handler that produces a summary report of the
evaluation.
Our automatic Widget identification approach partially
implements the Web Robot and elements classifier compo-
nents proposed by Doush et al. [2] and previously described.
Our approach simulates how users interact with drop-down
menu Widgets, dispatching real hover events on elements
displayed in a webpage implementing the Web Robot com-
ponent. Moreover, changes dispatched into the DOM are
observed to classify elements as Menu Widgets or not, im-
plementing the elements classifier component.
More similarly to our work, Chen et al. implemented a
Widget Identification approach which focuses on Slideshows
and Carousels Widgets [1]. Their Widget Identification ap-
proach search for JavaScript code constructs which might
implement the Widgets’ functionality in the elements which
compose Slideshows and Carousel Widgets, such as the next
button, back button and the Display window components.
Our approach, on the other hand, focuses on the identifica-
tion of Menu Widgets and analyses the result of the execu-
tion of HTML, CSS and JavaScript code inside the browser.
Henceforth, our approach analyses the resultant behavior
generated by the source code, while Chen et al. approach
analyses source code constructs which generate the Widget.
3. AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATIONOFDROP-
DOWNMENUS
In regards to our work, Drop-down Menu Widgets are de-
fined as HTML, CSS and JavaScript based user interface
components which implement the Fly-out Menu interaction
design pattern4. Fly-out menus are frequently implemented
to give users direct access to sub-navigation links and the
amount of screen is limited within a website. Henceforth, the
Fly-out menu interaction design pattern describes a mecha-
nism which presents the sub-navigation links only as users
position the mouse pointer over one specific element of the
webpage.
Each Drop-down Menu Widget can be implemented using
two distinct HTML elements which characterize the Menu
Activator element and Menu Container element. The
Menu Activator is the element which is presented as the
webpage is loaded in the browser and triggers a menu pre-
sentation. The Menu Container is the element which is ini-
tially not displayed to the user, but is presented only as the
user position the mouse pointer over one specific Menu Acti-
vator element. It is worth noticing that each Menu Activator
element is associated to one Menu Container element. Our
Widget Identification approach strives to identify and asso-
ciate all Menu Container elements to their respective Menu
Activator elements.
Next section describes the Drop-down Widget Identifica-
tion approach.
4http://www.welie.com/patterns/showPattern.php?patternID=fly-
out-menu
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Figure 1: The Drop-down Widget Identification ap-
proach which consists of dispatching mouse over
events, recording the DOM structure changes and
visibility changes to identify the Widget Activator
and Widget Container elements.
3.1 The proposed approach
The proposed approach searches for two distinct imple-
mentations of Drop-down Menu Widgets:
CSS only Widget: which is based in the use of CSS pseudo-
classes (such as :hover and :focus) in the Menu Activa-
tor elements to present the Menu Container elements5.
JavaScript Widget: which is based in JavaScript imple-
mentations that use the DOM API to dynamically in-
sert the Menu Container element in the webpage or
change the visibility of a hidden Menu Container ele-
ment already inserted in the webpage6.
In order to identify these two Drop-down Menu implemen-
tations, our approach dispatches mouse over events targeting
each HTML element visible in the webpage. After a mouse
over event is dispatched for each target, every change made
and visibility change which occurred in the DOM structure
is recorded. If there is any record of DOM structure change
or visibility change to any HTML element of the page, that
HTML element is labelled as a Menu Container and the ele-
ment which was targeted by the mouse over event is labelled
as a Menu Activator. Both Menu Activator and Container
are associated as one Drop-down menu Widget instance.
Figure 1 illustrates this Widget Identification approach.
DOM structure changes are recorded, so that JavaScript
Drop-down Widgets can be identified. The DOM structure
changes are recorded by means of the MutationObserver
API7. MutationObservers provides an observer interface to
track DOM changes made to one element of the webpage.
It was designed as a replacement for Mutation Events of the
5https://gist.github.com/watinha/57de60241a2e0ed47ea3
6https://gist.github.com/watinha/7986d5685954b06336c8
7https://dom.spec.whatwg.org/#mutation-observers
Figure 2: The relationship between each of the
Drop-down Widget Identification approach phases
with the Web Robot and elements classifier compo-
nents proposed by Doush et al.
DOM Level 3 specification8, prior mechanism used to track
DOM changes via events dispatched in the DOM structure.
The proposed approach only track mutations records that
were caused by the inclusion of elements in the DOM struc-
ture of a webpage.
Visibility changes are recorded in the webpage, so that
CSS only Drop-down Widgets interface changes are identi-
fied. Visibility changes implemented via CSS pseudo-classes
do not generate mutation records, henceforth cannot be cap-
tured via the MutationObserver API. In this context, visi-
bility changes are recorded by tracking all initially hidden
elements in a list. As mouse over events are dispatched in
the visible elements of a webpage, the visibility of all ele-
ments which compose the hidden elements list is verified. If
these elements became visible, we record this element with
a visibility change triggered by the element which was tar-
geted by the mouse over event.
If a Menu Activator element triggers the inclusion of an
element (through the MutationObserver API) and a visibil-
ity change, the proposed approach labels the element which
was included and recorded via the MutationObserver API as
the Menu Container element, discarding the visibility change
which was also recorded. Moreover, if there are records of
multiple element inclusions on the DOM structure of a web-
page, the proposed approach labels the included element
with the highest number of characters as the Widget Con-
tainer. If there are multiple records of visibility changes,
the proposed approach also labels the element which be-
came visible with the highest number of characters as the
Widget Container.
Figure 2 illustrates how each technology of the proposed
approach is associated with the framework for evaluating
accessibility in RIA reported in [2]. The Figure shows that
the mouse over events simulation is associated with the Web
robot component and the use of MutationObserver API and
the Visibility changes for the DOM elements are associated
to the elements classifier component.
Next section presents the implementation of the proposed
approach in a tool.
8http://www.w3.org/TR/DOM-Level-3-Events/#legacy-
mutationevent-events
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3.2 The tool’s implementation
In order to evaluate the proposed approach for Drop-
down Menu Widget Identification, we implemented a tool
named aria-check-menus. The tool aria-check-menus was
implemented in the Java programming language, using the
Selenium WebDriver library version 2.46.0 to control the
browser, to send real mouse over events, to execute scripts
in the webpage and to verify the visibility of elements.
The aria-check-menus tool receives an URL as input and
opens a web browser via the Selenium WebDriver API. Then,
the tool executes the proposed approach following the phases
described in the previous section. The tool’s output is gen-
erated as a folder containing, the HTML source code of the
Menu Activator and Menu Container elements, one screen-
shot taken before the mouse over event was dispatched to the
Menu Activator and one screenshot taken after the mouse
over event was dispatched, for each Drop-down Menu Wid-
get identified.
In regards to the tool’s implementation, it was observed
that many web applications might implement other types
of Widgets such as Slideshows or execute timed functions.
If these implementations cause changes in the DOM struc-
ture or in the visibility of elements in the webpage, they
might severely impact the execution of Drop-down Menu
Widget Identification approach. Henceforth, the aria-check-
menus tool cancels every timer which is set in the webpage
and removes every element which is affected by these timed
functions.
The time interval necessary to analyse all elements of a
webpage depends on the number of elements of the DOM
structure. Since the time required to completely analyse
the webpage might be very high (taking up to 6 hours to
analyse a webpage with 6000 elements) and the fact that
Drop-down menus are frequently placed in the top or left
part of websites, in the aria-check-menus tool the evaluation
was restricted to elements which were positioned on the top
of the website (inside the top 50% area of the window height)
or on the left (inside the left 50% are of the window width).
The aria-check-menus tool is open-source and available in
Github9.
4. CASE STUDY
In order to evaluate the approach proposed in this paper,
we run the aria-check-tool to identify Drop-down Menu Wid-
gets in a group of websites and compared the Widgets iden-
tified using the tool with the Widgets identified in a manual
evaluation of websites. The evaluation was conducted in
order to investigate the following research question:
RQ1: Can the MutationObserver and visibility verification
phases of the approach automatically identify Drop-
down Menu Widgets in webpages?
Next section presents the group of websites which were
used in the case study.
4.1 Subject group
The group of websites used in the evaluation was com-
posed of 12 websites obtained from Alexa’s Highest Traffic
websites list. From Alexa’s list of the Highest Traffic web-
sites from Brazil10, we selected the first 12 websites which
9https://github.com/watinha/aria-check-menus
10http://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/BR
presented Drop-down Menu Widgets in their main webpage.
The list of 12 websites used in this study is presented next:
1. Portal UOL: http://www.uol.com.br.
2. Globo: http://www.globo.com.
3. Amazon: http://www.amazon.com.
4. Folha UOL: http://www.folha.uol.com.br.
5. Americanas: http://www.americanas.com.br.
6. Itau: http://www.itau.com.br.
7. Correios: http://www.correios.com.br.
8. Netshoes: http://www.netshoes.com.br.
9. Bradesco: http://www.bradesco.com.br.
10. Submarino: http://www.submarino.com.br.
11. Esporte UOL: http://www.esporte.uol.com.br.
12. Walmart: http://www.walmart.com.br.
Five of the websites are e-commerce websites with Drop-
down Menu Widgets which represent the main navigation
mechanism of the website to navigate through product cat-
egories. Four of the websites represent Brazilian news web-
sites, with Drop-down Menu Widgets to represent naviga-
tion mechanisms between the different news categories of the
website. The last three websites present user services related
to e-banking and post offices, with Drop-down Menu Wid-
gets to present the navigation for different services which
are provided in the websites.
Next section presents the methodology of the case study.
4.2 Methodology
All websites from the Subject Group were used as input
both, to the aria-check-tool and to a manual analysis with
the goal of finding Drop-down Menu Widgets. The aria-
check-tool was run in a Ubuntu Desktop (version: 14.04)
Operational System using a Firefox (version 40.0.3) imple-
mentation of the WebDriver API.
Both the aria-check-menus tool and manual analysis were
conducted concurrently during the date interval between
September 2nd and September 10th of 2015.
Two websites presented dialog widgets as they were first
loaded inside a browser (Amazon and Submarino). Since the
dialog widgets prevented other HTML elements from being
the target of mouse over events, we implemented a reload
functionality in the aria-check-menus tool. The reload func-
tionality load the inputed website once in the browser and
waits for 20 seconds. After the 20 seconds, the aria-check-
menus tool would reload the same website and execute the
Drop-down Menu Widgets Identification approach. Given
the proposed approach was executed in the second time the
website was loaded in the same browser, the dialog widgets
were not presented again and the identification approach
could be run.
After the aria-check-menus tool and manual analysis were
conducted, both results were compared and are reported in
the next section.
4.3 Results
The results of the comparison between the Drop-down
Menu Widget Identification running through the aria-check-
menus tool and the manual analysis are presented in Table 1.
The table shows for each website of the Subject Group the
number of Drop-down Menu Widgets identified by the aria-
check-menus tool (NM), the number of false positives (FP)
which represents the number of Widgets identified by the
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aria-check-menus tool which were not real Drop-down Menu
Widgets, the number of false negatives (FN) which repre-
sents the number of Drop-down Menu Widgets in the web-
sites which were not identified by the aria-check-menus tool,
the precision (Pre) and recall (Rec) and the time necessary
for the automatic analysis conducted via the tool (Time).
The aria-check-menus tool correctly identified 146 Drop-
down Menu Widgets from the 198 Widgets which were im-
plemented in the 12 websites (74%). Henceforth, in regards
to the Research Question RQ1, the evaluation showed evi-
dences that the MutationObserver and visibility verification
implemented in the aria-check-menus tool can identify Drop-
down Menu Widgets in websites.
The precision rate of 0.77 in average raises new research
questions as to how to reduce the number of false positives
identified by the aria-check-menus tool (70 Drop-down Menu
Widgets reported by the tool were not real Drop-down Menu
Widgets). Further investigating the results, it was observed
that 50 of the 70 false positive reports were Tooltip Widgets
in the websites. Tooltips present similar behavior to Drop-
down Menu Widgets, since they are presented as the mouse
over events are dispatched on activator elements. Neverthe-
less, our proposed approach was not capable of identifying
differences between these two distinct widgets.
In regards to the recall rate of 0.90 in average, in Ta-
ble 1, it can be observed that the majority of false nega-
tive Widget identification occurred in the Folha UOL web-
site (http://www.folha.uol.com.br). The Folha UOL web-
site presented the most in depth Drop-down Menu Widget
structure, having up to four sub-levels within the Drop-down
Menus. The authors argue that this in depth complexity in
the Drop-down Menu Widget structure was the cause for
the elavated number of false negative Widget identification
in this webpage. Further studies are required to improve the
Widget identification strategy for this type of menu struc-
ture.
5. DISCUSSION
In order to implement ARIA Drop-down Menu Widgets,
developers should include ARIA role/state/property attri-
butes in the HTML element which contains the menu and
trigger other menus. Moreover, keyboard navigation strate-
gies should be implemented in these elements so that users
can navigate through the menu components using the up,
down, left and right arrow keys.
None of the websites which composed the Subject Group
implemented the ARIA specification in their Drop-down Menu
Widgets, besides been high traffic websites in Brazil. This
fact highlights the benefits of automatic evaluation tools to
assist web developers implementing accessible design solu-
tions.
The applicability of the approach proposed in this paper
can be separated in two different areas: ARIA automatic
evaluation tools to assist web developers while coding their
Widgets and automatically adapting Widgets in websites to
include ARIA semantic markup and keyboard interaction
scenarios. However, the precision and recall rate values re-
ported in the evaluation (0.77 and 0.9, respectively) and the
time required for each evaluation (taking up to 6 hours of
analysis) would make it difficult to execute the aria-check-
menus tool on the fly to identify Widgets and automatically
adapt them for end users of web applications. In regards to
that, we advocate that the best applicable scenario for using
the proposed approach would be to automatically identify
Drop-down Menu Widgets as part of RIA automatic acces-
sibility evaluation tools, as reported in [2]. In this second
scenario, the aria-check-menus tool could be used to monitor
web applications searching for Drop-down Menu Widgets.
Then, the Menu Activator and Menu Container elements
could be evaluated in regards to the ARIA specification.
The time required for the execution of the aria-check-
menus tool is directly associated to the number of elements
in the DOM structure of the webpage. The proposed ap-
proach dispatches mouse over events to every element of the
webpage, while searching for Menu Activators. Each mouse
over event which is triggered in the web application leads to
the visibility verification of all previously invisible elements,
to identify CSS only Widgets. Moreover, all actions and
verifications run by the aria-check-menus tool are executed
through the Selenium WebDriver API and then executed in
the browser. It was observed that this communication ap-
proach associated to multiple visibility verifications severely
impacted the time required for the aria-check-menus tool to
conclude the analysis of one web application.
In order to reduce the time necessary for identifying possi-
ble Menu Activators, the RIA events controller proposed in
[2] could be implemented to select all elements which present
mouse over event listeners implemented in them, with no
need of dispatching mouse events to all elements of a web-
page. Parallel processing could also be used enhance the
performance of the aria-check-menus tool. These enhance-
ments on the technique can be addressed in future works.
The high number of false positives observed in the eval-
uation showed the inability of the aria-check-menus tool to
differentiate Drop-down Menu Widgets and Tooltip Wid-
gets. In regards to that, improvements over the proposed
approach are required to allow the correct identification of
Drop-down Menu and Tooltip Widgets. These new require-
ments could also be addressed in future works.
In regards of the external validity of the case study con-
ducted to validate the proposed approach, the sample size
does not comprise all possibilities of websites and Drop-down
Menu Widget implementations which could be found on the
Web. Henceforth, the results cannot be generalised and they
report only evidences that in a small group of websites the
approach could identify a significant number of Drop-down
Menu Widgets. In order to minimize this threat, the sam-
ple was composed of highly representative websites in Brazil
obtained from Alexa’s top highest traffic websites. Another
threat to the case study, considering the construct validity,
is the possibility of implementation errors in the aria-check-
menus tool. To minimize this threat, the aria-check-menus
tool was implemented with extensive use of automated tests
and manual inspections of the code.
6. FINAL REMARKS
This paper presented a Widget Identification approach
for Drop-down Menus. The proposed approach work to-
wards the automatic evaluation of ARIA requirements in
Widgets and partially implements the Web robot and ele-
ments classifier components proposed in [2]. The proposed
approach simulates user interaction scenarios for Drop-down
Menu Widgets, dispatching mouse over events in elements of
a webpage, and analyse changes in the visibility of elements
and mutation records generated in the MutationObserver
API of the browser.
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Webpage RM NM FP FN Pre Rec Time
Amazon 24 21 5 8 0.76 0.67 1h:27m
Americanas 15 19 4 0 0.79 1.00 5h:15m
Folha UOL 55 23 1 43 0.96 0.34 2h:48m
Globo 28 67 39 0 0.42 1.00 5h:52m
Itau 11 7 4 8 0.43 1.00 0h:20m
NetShoes 7 7 0 0 1.00 1.00 4h:06m
Portal UOL 13 17 4 0 0.76 1.00 2h:55m
Correios 7 8 1 0 0.87 1.00 0h:15m
Bradesco 4 4 0 1 1.00 0.80 0h:06m
Wallmart Brazil 9 17 8 0 0.53 1.00 2h:32m
Submarino 15 18 3 0 0.83 1.00 1h:27m
Esporte UOL 7 8 1 0 0.87 1.00 1h:11m
average 195 18 5.83 4.33 0.77 0.90 2h:47m
total 16.25 216 70 52
Table 1: Table with the results of the evaluation. RM (Real Menus) are the number of Drop-down Menu
Widgets in each web application, NM are the number of Drop-down Menu Widgets identified by the tool,
FP are the false positives, FN are the false negatives, Pre is the precision value, Rec is the recall value and
Time is the time required to execute the tool in the specified website.
The proposed approach was implemented in a tool named
aria-check-menus, which is open-source available. The eval-
uation of the aria-check-menus tool showed that the pro-
posed approach was capable of identifying Drop-down Menu
Widgets in a group of 12 websites selected from Alexa’s high-
est traffic websites from Brazil. In the evaluation, the tool
showed a precision rate of 0.77 and recall value of 0.90 in
average, having correctly identified 146 Drop-down Menu
Widgets.
Future works include: the implementation of a mechanism
which allows the identification of Tooltip Widgets to reduce
the number of false positives, increasing the performance of
the tool by means of the implementation of the RIA events
controller module proposed in [2] and developing an exten-
sion of the tool to also evaluate ARIA in the Widgets.
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